The Cloud DBA Solution
Minding your data landscape

We mind your data while you mind your business.

Data is fast becoming one of the
most important assets of any
organization. It’s used to improve
quality, optimize commercial
performance and even to drive cars.
But data also brings its own unique
challenges. How do you know your
data is stored correctly? Is it
available quickly when you need it?
Are your data and data handling
systems compliant with current
and upcoming legislation?

get the
most out
of your
data

Data Masterminds have developed
a solution that can answer those
questions for you: CloudDBA.

We mind
your data
while you
mind your
business
Your solution?
CloudDBA
The CloudDBA service is designed for clients that are
looking to either enhance their internal IT team through
external experts, or to replace missing resources where
they cannot be sourced in the data platform area.
CloudDBA is a fully managed service by Data Masterminds
that helps your organization keep its data secure,
compliant to best practices and standards, and always
available when your organization needs it.
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The CloudDBA Base Service provides
a solid basis for any company, either
with or without their own team of data
professionals. Wherever it is hosted,
our service ensures the safe and
healthy operation of your organization’s data. Through a mixture of
automation, monitoring and remote
management, your data environment
is regularly checked to incorporate
industry standard best practices and
provide regular data maintenance.

The development module is aimed at
helping your developers get the most
out of your data. Through the module
we support your development team
with writing better queries, optimizing
query performance and implementing
continuous integration and continuous
delivery to optimize your development
processes.

Data warehousing module
The data warehousing module
expands upon the CloudDBA Base
Service to support the design and
implementation of data warehouse
solutions. Some of the activities that
are added through this module are
the monitoring of Extract, Load and
Transform (ETL) processes, support for
your Business Intelligence team, performance tuning, and architecture advice
for your data analytics environment.

Architecture module
The architecture module is the toplevel CloudDBA service that provides
greater integration into your company.
It introduces training and mentoring
for your developers, database
administrators and Business
Intelligence teams. It also provides
advice and implementation of data
migrations to the cloud or on-premises,
and delivers support for environment
upgrades.

No matter which CloudDBA modules you
choose, we perform all the listed activities
and services through a fixed, monthly fee.
This means we will never charge extra,
no matter how long the task takes.
Running into extra work that isn’t covered
by the CloudDBA modules you selected?
No problem. You can add additional modules
to the CloudDBA services whenever you want.

Why should you
choose CloudDBA?
Monitoring
Be 100% worry free knowing that your database
environment is in good hands. It is monitored 24/7,
and you will be notified of some problems before
they even occur.

Performance tuning
Is your application slow? Don’t know where to start
troubleshooting? We can work with you to optimize
your database environment.

Training and mentoring
Bespoke private training based on your environment
and employee needs, as well as long-term mentoring
to improve organizational skills and knowledge.

Healthcheck
Curious about the state of your database environment?
Want to ensure compliance with the latest standards
and regulations? The Healthcheck provides the
answers to these and many more questions.

Lifecycle management
Bring your databases under source control and
automate all your database deployments as a part of
the Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) process.

Developing
Don’t have a database developer in your team or want
to increase the database skills of your developers?
We offer custom training and coaching.
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